BEST
OF
SH W
We asked tablemakers to show us the cream
of the crop — the ritziest and glitziest
from the top of their lines.
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THE ISABELLA
Limited to a production run of just 30 tables, the Isabella
by Brunswick Billiards is hand-built with the detail and
craftsmanship that’s only found in 18th century European
collectibles. Fine features like Lapis inlays, mother-ofpearl rail sights, and exotic woods such as Karelian birch
make the Isabella unique and elegant.
MSRP: $39,999
www.brunswickbilliards.com
(800) 336-8771

THE JIM BEAM BLACK TABLE
The Jim Beam Black billiard table by Olhausen features
American hardwood construction and customized Jim
Beam rail sites and nameplate. The two-tone finish is in
matte black and accented with white oak top rails — the
same wood used for barrels for the aging of Jim Beam
Bourbon.
MSRP: $4,500
www.sportsfanproducts.com
(800) 493-3408

THE EDINBURGH
The Edinburgh by Presidential Billiards has a Bubinga
wood cabinet, legs and rails carved out of solid Rhodesian Teak, and silver Celtic sights. Available in both
8- and 9-foot models, this table will be a unique addition
to your castle.
MSRP: $7,495
www.presidentialbilliards.com
(866) 728-2253

CARSTEN DINER POOL TABLE
The Carsten Diner Pool Table from A.E. Schmidt Billiards
is a regulation pool table that can easily be converted
into a fully functional dining table. Modern and elegant
with clean lines and a simple design, the Carsten can
be custom-made in a variety of woods and finishes.
MSRP: $6,580
www.aeschmidtbilliards.com
(800) 325-9676

THE IMPERATOR
The Gabriels Hybrid Rail System, featured on the Imperator, is the latest evolution of a rail system designed
specifically for high-end carom tables. The goal was to
develop a rail that would be even more consistent to
provide players with a perfect rebound time after time.
MSRP: $10,995
www.english.loontjens.com
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THE LEMIRE
Constructed with solid double beams made from genuine
hardwood, the Lemire by Beringer offers unmatched
durability. The table is made from 100-percent solid teak
wood with hand-carved tear-drop legs.
MSRP: $4,800
www.mrbilliard.com
(800) 661-0106

THE CORTEZ
The Cortez features strongly defined carved floor-to-slate
legs and detailed hand carvings. It also offers Connelly
Billiards’ key elements like an oversized cabinet, 1 1/4”
certified tournament slate, and the exclusive Connelly
Rapid Rail, featuring four-rail bolt technology.
MSRP: $11,995
www.connellybilliards.com
(800) 861-8619

THE ROYAL
The signature model of Thomas Aaron Billiards, the Royal
features ornately carved rails and hand inlays. Exotic
burls, hand-applied finish and tapered legs give this table
a traditional elegance.
MSRP: $4,995.00
www.thomasaaronbilliards.com
(772) 692-3544

DIAMOND PROFESSIONAL
Manufactured from beautiful and exotic Honduras
Rosewood, the 9-foot Diamond Professional offers sturdy
construction and high-quality playability. Pro-Cut pockets,
Artemis Intercontinental No. 66 cushion rubber and Simonis 860 Cloth are standard features on the Diamond Pro.
MSRP: $7,500
www.diamondbilliardproducts.com
(812) 288-7665

THE WINSTON
From Legacy Billiards, the Winston possesses an enduring
elegance that will last a lifetime. With exquisite burl inlays
and a 1 1/2-inch American Maple cabinet, this classic is
available in mahogany — both traditional or burnished —
and nutmeg finishes.
MSRP: $3,999
www.legacybilliards.com
(901) 854-1502
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THE AUGUSTINE
Imperial-JS provides a table that can stand up to the most
raucous of ring games. With heavy gauge metal leg supports and bolt-through bracing, the Augustine is available
in mahogany and antique walnut finishes. Rails are available in solid North American maple or oak, with Italian
leather pockets with cast iron cores.
MSRP: $3,295
www.imperialusa.com
(800) 526-6261

SANTA FE
Emphasizing a sleek design and streamlined cabinet, the
two-toned Santa Fe from DLT Billiards is a modern take
on the classic billiard table. Made of solid maple with extra-wide profile rails and abalone double diamond sights,
this piece offers supreme quality and performance.
MSRP: $4,699
www.dltbilliards.com
(888) 782-2208

THE CHESAPEAKE
Featuring a 1.25” solid wood cabinet and scallop design,
the Chesapeake from American Classic is a traditional
beauty. The claw-and-ball foot design accents the oak top
rails and inlaid diamond sights.
MSRP: $2,995
www.allamericanrec.com
(651) 405-1111

THE FUSION
Aramith has created the Fusion Table, a premium dining/
pool table that fuses a sleek European design with functionality. Fusion tables — featuring an Easy-Lift system,
invisible stretch pockets and game cloths — will add a
new dimension to any room, whether it be dining, board,
rec, conference, media or game room.
MSRP: $5,995
www.fusiontables.com
(877) 348-2229

THE SEA BREEZE
From World of Leisure, the Sea Breeze is inspired by
island motifs. The legs are carved in the style of pineapples, and banana leaves adorn the vanilla-finished
cabinet.
MSRP: $7,495
www.worldofleisuremfg.com
(800) 843-6161
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